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In the News
OSU CCE is using a social media tool, paper.li, to curate relevant civil and
construction engineering management news from around the world. Follow our paper,
The Foundation, to learn about current news and issues in the civil and construction
engineering fields.
Thomas Mosier, an OSU Ph.D. in Water Resources and Mechanical Engineering,
is in McCarty, Alaska, this summer to participate in the International Glacier
Summer School. He recently wrote a blog post to discuss why his research is focused
on the Karakoram and Himalayan Mountains in Asia.
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Oregon State University
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Corvallis, OR 97331
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Connect with the OSU CCE LinkedIn group and on Twitter!

Upcoming Thesis Defense
Friday, August 22 – 9:00 a.m. – Kearney Hall, Room 311. “Multi-Hazard
Framework and Analysis of Soil-Bridge Systems: Long Duration Earthquake and Tsunami
Loading” – Trevor Carey, M.S. candidate. Advisor: Prof. H. Benjamin Mason and Prof.
Andre R. Barbosa

Advising
ADVISING UPDATE – OSU CCE advisors are now taking walk-in appointments until
October 2. They will resume appointment-only advising in October.

Opportunities and Scholarships
The NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) application period is
now open! NSF is soliciting applications for the GRFP until the posted deadlines in late
October and early November 2014. Since 1952, GRFP has provided Fellowships to
individuals selected early in their graduate careers based on their demonstrated
potential for significant achievements in science and engineering. Three years of support
is provided by the program for graduate study in science or engineering and leads to a
research-based master's or doctoral degree. The NSF expects to award 2,000 Graduate
Research Fellowships under this program solicitation pending availability of funds:
Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) PROGRAM SOLICITATION
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2014/nsf14590/nsf14590.pdf
Beaver JobNet will soon be replaced by Beaver Careers. To learn more about
Beaver Careers, visit the following link.
The AGC Education and Research Foundation Scholarship application for the
2015-16 academic year is now available online. The application period runs
through midnight EST November 3 but students can get a jump on the process by
starting now! Full criteria for scholarship eligibility and the application may be found
at scholarship.agc.org.
Students in ABET or ACCE-accredited civil engineering or construction management
programs are eligible for $2,500 scholarships, renewable for up to three years. Students

must be entering their sophomore, junior or senior year (or the final year of a five-year
program) in the fall of 2015 in order to apply. Graduate students are eligible for $3,750
annually for up to two years.
NSF STEM Scholarships of up to $10,000 annually (based on need) are available for
graduate study in water resource and science engineering. To learn more, visit OSU’s
Water Resources Graduate Program.

Jobs

(all current jobs posted at http://cce.oregonstate.edu/civil-construction-jobs)
Olsson is hiring a full-time Construction Project Manager. The Construction Project
Manager provides leadership, direction and oversight during all phases of construction,
around a fully operational jobsite, in various locations around the northwest, as well as
from our main offices in Springfield, OR. This is a multifaceted position with wide
ranging responsibilities. Three to five years of experience necessary. To apply, email
Shelly Walter.
Aerotek Staffing has an immediate opening for a Project Coordinator/Project
Engineer with 2-5 years of experience working in engineering or a construction based
environment. This job is with an architectural, design-build company located in Portland
Oregon. To apply, email Jason Obilana.
Aerotek Staffing has an immediate opening for two Civil Engineers with at least
2-3 years of experience in a broad range of civil engineering fields. Preferable candidates
will have experience in utilities, water resources involving open channel flow, for the
development of industrial facility sites. To apply, email Jason Obilana.
Note: If you are still interested in an interview with any company that has come to
campus, but were unable to get an interview, we encourage you to bring your resume to
their speaker meeting. You may also submit your paperwork to Ashley Wittenauer in
Kearney 101B, and she will submit it to the company.

Go Beavs!

Forward newsletter submissions to michael.collins@oregonstate.edu by Friday each
week. Prior newsletters archived at http://cce.oregonstate.edu/news-events.

